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From The Editor
Hello,
I can’t believe we have moved closer to
the end of the year. It seems you blink
an eye and a week has gone past. Blink
again and whole segments of time have
flown away.
School is back and so is bullying. You can
find an article about that on page 19.
Kind of related is a cautionary bit about
words on page 10 and the damage we
have all sustained from them. Do you
remember the October Crisis and the
charismatic Pierre Elliot Trudeau? We
have revisited that on page 16.

PACIFIC RIM
CARPET CLEANING
15 year’s Experience
Fully Insured
Stain Removal
Carpet & Upholstery
Residential Commercial
Water, Fire & Wind
Damage Restoration

Stay well and happy.
t

Anne
BRENT
250-720-5160
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BLACK
BEAR
ATTACKS

There are an estimated 7,000 black bears on Vancouver Island
which makes this one of the densest places in the world for a
bear population. The risk to people of a black bear attack is
extremely low. There are only two reported incidents of bear
attacks on the island, both involved men and all of them
Y
survived.
One case was reported in the Alberni Valley Times on July 22,
2010. When two men, camping near Sproat Lake were attacked,
both were injured, one seriously. The second attack involved a
man at the Port Renfrew Marina on September 12, 2008.
We see bears often; in the garden, in the woods, fishing in the
canal and sometimes on the street. They look harmless as they
plod
along minding their own business but if they feel
threatened, they will make noises like growling and snorting and
might attack in defense. A predatory attack is a silent one.
Unlike being attacked by a grizzly, where you should play dead,
if attacked by a black bear, you have to fight tooth and nail for
your life as they are known to partially consume their victims
before burying them for later consumption.
If you are going in to the forest, give the bears warning by
blowing a whistle or wearing a bell on your ankle and pack bear
spray, just in case.
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While camping in
Ontario’s Algonquin
Park, a family is
attacked by a black bear
in the book
THE BEAR
by Claire Cameron
The parents are killed
and the tragedy is seen
through the eyes of a
five year old girl named
Anna
The reader gets swept up
by Anna and her little
brother and takes part in
their harrowing survival
story
FIND THIS BOOK
ON-LINE

THE DOCK +
FOOD HUB
OPENING SOON, at the Port Fish processing plant next to Fisherman’s
Harbour, is a ‘sea to forest’ food hub that will help to bring prosperity to Port
Alberni. This is a food processing facility that will allow fishermen, farmers,
and other food related businesses to share the facility to process their goods
for sale without having to shoulder the heavy cost of infrastructure alone. In
the past, food had to be shipped out in order to be processed.
If

Another exciting part of this facility is a state-of-the-art kitchen that will be
I
available
for rent to businesses in the food industry to manufacture soups and

jams and the like.
Like a mall, the food hub has anchor tenants who have started to move in
already. They include Flurer Smokery which is moving here from Campbell
River, Cascadia Seaweed, Nova Harvest Oysters, Canadian Seafood
Processing (Effingham Oysters) and Forest for Dinner, a company that
harvests and processes mushrooms and is looking forward to processing
other edible products they can harvest from the forest.
“This region is rich with opportunities to grow the local food processing
sector and this new food hub will help businesses increase product value and
revenues, expand production and employ more people in the community,”
says Scott Fraser, MLA for Mid-island Pacific Rim
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A woman died in Port Alberni recently and
her daughter smiled as she said:
“The last weeks of my mother’s life were
happy ones.”
At the end of her life, this woman experienced
the care and kindness of the staff and
volunteers at the Ty Watson House.
The warmth spilled over to include the
grieving family as at 3:30 in the morning after
their mother died, they found themselves in
the kitchen of the Ty Watson House drinking
coffee and eating cookies made just for them.
The Ty Watson House is an old Victorian
home that was bequeathed to the Port Alberni
Hospice society to offer comfort and solace to
patients who are dying.
There is a tradition at this wonderful place that
when someone dies, they turn the lights on in
the Living room and light a candle for the
deceased. They leave these lights burning for
two days in a symbolic farewell.

DYING
Like the leaves of October, we too will die
and it is something, like so many things
throughout our lives that we have to do alone.
Sometimes it is a slow and painful process.
Sometimes, it is quick and unexpected but we
are never ready and like the last leaf clings to
the branch, we cling to life. It often takes the
soft words of a loved one to finally release us.

If you want to make a simple and welldeserved gesture to support this oasis of wellbeing in our community, all you have to do is
contact someone at the grocery store where
you are shopping.
At least one store has a box where you can
deposit the slips you get from purchasing
groceries. The store then gives groceries to
the Ty Watson House. Other stores give you
points for buying there and it is very easy to
ask that the points be given to the Ty Watson
House.

“You can go now,” they say, “we will be
alright.”
We would like to die with dignity at our own
fireside surrounded by comfort and love but
sometimes that is not possible and does it
even matter? Perhaps the journey itself is the
main thing; the challenge, the new beginning
or the old journey we are leaving behind.

We need to keep a good thing going.
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Libra, you are everyone’s
social butterfly but in January
2020, you will retreat back into
your cocoon.

TOP TIPS FOR FIRE SAFETY

There is so much happening
with you this year that it’s no
wonder you will prefer the
privacy of your own home to
process your emotions.

 Install smoke alarms on every
level of your home and inside
and outside sleeping areas
 Test smoke alarms every month
 Talk with family members
about a fire escape PLAN and
PRACTICE the plan twice a year
 If a fire occurs in your home
GET OUT, STAY OUT and CALL
FOR HELP
 Have appropriately placed
smoke detectors in good
working order
 Minimize the fire hazards in
your home
 Be careful when using fire in
your home
 Educate children and other
family members about
fire safety

But the floodgates are going to
open – like it or not.
In the summer, it’s all about
getting stuff off your chest –
especially if its family related.
Toward the end of the year,
new avenues open up for you
in self-expression and personal
achievement, Those who know
and love the ‘old’ you will love
the ‘new’ you as much as you
will.
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“Sticks and stones
may break my bones
but words
will never hurt me”

TAKE A GOOD LOOK AT YOUR LIFE Is it
what you imagined it would be? Is it what
you want it to be? Remember that this
world you are in is one, that for whatever
reasons, you have created yourself. It is a
product of all those hateful words you’ve
collected that have shaped you and are
being carried about like tattered baggage.

DO YOU REMEMBER chanting that verse to
someone picking on you in elementary
school? And when you got to high school –
well, nobody ever wants to go back to that.

YOU CAN’T BLAME OTHERS for your
situation as this is your world we are talking
about; a world that you made to hide from
all the negativity in your life. And it has
worked to some extent in that you have
made yourself invisible and are no longer a
target.

THE FACT IS words do hurt you. In your life,
you forget the kind, complimentary words
you received or you discount them against
the bitter evidence of the cruel, hurtful
comments thrown like missiles toward and
about you at school, at home or in the world
you inhabit.

A GLASS CEILING is often talked about as
limiting a person from reaching his or her
true potential. Hello, the bubble you have
put around yourself may as well be made of
glass because it is holding you down, making
a prisoner of you and stopping progress to
happen in your life.

SLINGS and ARROWS can make you retreat
inside yourself. You create a bubble around
yourself that only lets in the people you
trust not to hurt you, the scenarios that are
guaranteed to end in a good way, and the
things that will give you security and
warmth.

LET GO OF THE BAGGAGE Who were these
people anyway? Why did you give their
words such weight? Ask yourself where their
words were coming from, what had they to
gain from hurting you? Sometimes, words
are tossed out in a form of sarcastic humor
(the lowest form of wit) and not meant to
wound at all. Whatever! LET IT GO.

SAFETY IS PARAMOUNT both for your
physical and mental well-being. That is why
certain groups have banded together over
the centuries. It is why there are caste and
class systems in place to stop others from
encroaching where they are not wanted.
10

BRAIN TEAZER

.

Answer on
page 27
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October 12 is a Canadian holiday
that celebrates the harvest and the
blessings of the past year.
For football fans, the Canadian
Football League traditionally puts
on a double header but with the
Covid 19, there will be no crowds
in the bleachers. Oh well, we’ll
still enjoy the games, hey?
According to some, the first
Canadian Thanksgiving
happened during the third voyage
of Martin Frobisher from England

When they reached Frobisher Bay, the

in 1578 on his search for the

preacher with them told them gave

Northwest Passage .

thanks for their strange and mysterious

He had fifteen ships loaded with

deliverance from dangerous places.

men, materials and provisions

Traditional Thanksgiving meals include

headed to Frobisher Bay on Baffin

turkey, dressing and pumpkin pie.

Island in the present Canadian
territory of Nunavut.
Frobisher thought to start a small
settlement there but when he lost
a ship loaded with building
materials in the ice, he couldn’t do
it. The voyage was plagued with
ice and freak storms.
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Silent
Consuming.
Heart races
Throat clenches
Fear paralyses me.
Helpless, I lay on my back
Staring into the void.
It was only a dream I whisper to the
shadows
But I don’t really believe it.
I can taste the ash as it rains down like
snow.
Acrid. Bitter.
Invisible smoke fills the room, choking me.
I suck in air.
Phantom flames flicker
Dancing
In celebration of death.
I will not be their sacrifice.
No!
Trembling, I toss off the smothering
blankets
And run out of the room.
Flicking on a light, I extinguish the dark.
It isn’t real.
This is my mantra which I use to banish the
ghosts.
It isn’t real. It isn’t real.
Over and over.
Spinning, circling, falling.
At last my pulse slows.
I gulp cold water
Wipe the sweat from my brow.

I am haunted by my memories of that terrible night.
Like the mythical phoenix, I rose from the soot
Sending out fragile tendrils of green.
Laying down roots
Making a home.
Still the hungry flames linger.
At the edges of my waking self.
Until I close my eyes, to be baptized by flame
again
Burning away my sanity until only the terror
remains.
Yet I am still here, I still go on.
I will not let the fire take me.
We each have our ghosts.
Demons we battle when we are vulnerable.
Alone.
It is the curse of being human.
To never forget.
Yet we turn away from the flames
Tilting our faces to the light.
Yearning, hoping for something better.
So, we struggle on.
Fighting the monsters deep inside.
There is nothing more we can do.
13

KRAZY KOLORING

Which means we which means we
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OCTOBER 2020 MOVIE PIC

When Grandpa Jack moves in with
the family and Peter has to give up
his room, he will stop at nothing to
get it back.
Peter schemes with friends to
devise a series of plots to drive
grandpa out.

COMEDY

Grandpa doesn’t give up easily
and it turns into all-out war.

Robert De
Niro

Laura
Marano

Christopher
Walken
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Uma
Thurman

Oakes
Fegley

THE
OCTOBER
CRISIS

The Quebec Liberation Group (FLQ) was a separatist group wanting to get Quebec out of
Canada and under its own rule. To achieve this end, they had been conducting a number of
terrorist attacks between 1963 and 1969 which totalled 160 violent incidents, killed eight people
and injured many more.
The attacks culminated with the Montreal Stock Exchange bombing in 1969.
The October Crisis was triggered by the FLQ with the kidnapping at gunpoint of British Trade
Commissioner James Cross on October 5,, 1970
Subsequent attempts at negotiation were made until October 16th when a request in the form of a
letter arrived from Quebec Premier, Bourassa, asking to be granted ‘special powers’ to deal
with the situation.
Among other things, he was concerned that “they were faced with an attempt by a minority to
destroy social order through criminal action.”
Pierre Elliot Trudeau’s government retaliated by invoking the War Measures Act. When asked
by reporters how extreme his implementation of the War Measures Act would be, Pierre
Trudeau famously said:
“Just watch me.”

This led to the declaration of a state of emergency in Quebec. The FLQ was banned, civil
liberties were suspended and arrests and detentions without charge were authorized.
16

In the next few hours 8,000 Canadian soldiers were deployed on the streets of Montreal and
nearly five hundred people were arrested. Some were held for hours, some for twenty one days.
Most were eventually released.

The following day, Pierre Laporte, Quebec Minister of Immigration, Manpower and Labour,
was found dead in the trunk of a car.
In December 1970, police discovered the location of the kidnappers holding James Cross,
negotiated his release and five of the FLQ members were granted safe passage to Cuba.
Sometime later, they returned to Canada and were then arrested and charged with the
kidnapping.
Four weeks later, the people who had kidnapped and killed Pierre Laporte were found hiding in
a farmhouse in the country. They were tried and convicted of kidnapping and murder and got
life imprisonment.
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October has been designated as

WOMEN’S HISTORY MONTH
Canada celebrates the contributions to our country by Canadian
women of all backgrounds and in all eras; girls and women who
have been trail blazers in the history of Canada.
Hannah (Annie) Gale

Jane C. Cook

These are only a few of the hundreds of women who deserve
mention.

Mary S. Cary

Mary Two-Axe Early

Viola Desmond

Adelaide Hoodless

Agnes Mcphail

WOMEN ARE PERSONS
On October 18, 1929 London recognizes that women have legal status as ‘persons’. That decision paved the
way for the participation of Canadian women in public life and politics.
The difficult legal battle begun in 1927 by five Alberta women activists later known as the FAMOUS FIVE was a
decisive turning point in the struggle for women’s equality in Canada.
Petitioned before the Supreme Court of Canada in 1927 and later decided by the Judicial Council of Britain’s
Privy Council in 1929.
The women were immortalized in a sculpture called ‘Women Are Persons’ by Barbara Patterson. It was
unveiled on Parliament Hill in 2000.
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BULLYING
Schools back and so is bullying but then it never stopped. Covid 19 didn’t make the
internet go away and the texts flew thick and fast. What is bullying?
Your children could answer that as they see it happening every day. It is what
happens when someone hurts or scares another person on purpose. It makes the
person being bullied afraid and uncomfortable. The child being bullied has a hard
time defending themselves so everyone needs to get involved. Bullying is wrong!
A bullied child may be punched or shoved or hurt physically. Bad rumors may be
spread about them. They may be kept from joining a group, teased in a mean way
or ganged up against.
If someone whacked you across the face and broke your nose, you would be
shocked and angered. You would insist that the individual who did this be
criminally charged. Wouldn’t you?
Children at school have no such rights.
It may be your child who is being bullied, feeling lonely, unhappy or frightened.
Your child may feel unsafe or that something is wrong with them. Your child may
withdraw from family or friends, lose confidence, not want to go to school, sleep
too much or too little or even worse may begin to hate or inflict hurt on themselves.
Even if your child is a bystander to the bullying, they will suffer guilt by
association, will be afraid and not want to be the next victim. If your child is the
bully, be aware that young perpetrators who get away with violence and aggression
continue to do so and that it will escalate in adulthood.
If your child is being bullied, is a bystander or is the bully, you can find support at
Bullying Canada (877)352-4497
19

By Dr. Angela Damant, B. SC. (Hons), D.V.M.
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If you would like more information on vaccinating your pet please feel free to contact your
local veterinarian.

DID YOU KNOW?

On October 6, 1967
The village of Ucluelet had a torrential
rainfall of 489.2 millimeters.
In comparison, the city of Victoria
receives 880 mm per year.

Answer page 27
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JACKIE ROBINSON
Jackie Robinson signed to play for the Brooklyn Dodgers on October 23, 1945. He was the first
black man to play for a Major League Baseball Team. That year, they sent him to play for the
Royals, their top minor afflilate to gain some experience.
In his first game of the season, Jackie had four hits, three runs and a home run. Above is a
famous photograph that shows his teammate, George ‘Shotgun’ Shuba, shaking his hand as he
crosses home plate. This is believed to be the first photograph of a white man congratulating a
black man on a baseball diamond.
Jackie Robinson faced racial slurs from opposing players and fans. One player resigned to
protest integration. Jackie was often hit by opposing pitchers and had to face the spikes of
runners as they slid into second base.
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Not all fans booed him,. Some cheered and the Royal’s had strong support throughout the year.
He finished the season as team leader with the best fielding percentage among second basemen.
The team placed first in the regular season and won the championship.
Jackie Robinson was promoted to the Brooklyn Dodgers and became the first black player in
Major League Baseball in the twentieth century. He played ten seasons with the Dodgers
retiring with a 311 batting average, a most valuable player award and a World Series
Championship.
Jackie was elected to the Baseball Hall of fame in 1962. His uniform number, 42, was retired
throughout Major League Baseball in 1967. He was the first player to ever be so honored.
Jackie died in 1972 at the age of 53. He left behind Jackie Robinson scholarships for
post-secondary students.

When you photograph people in color, you
photograph their clothes.
But when you photograph people in black and
white, you photograph their souls.
Ted Grant
(father of Canadian photojournalism)
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Vera Lynn
VERA LYNN died this year at the age of 103. At her
funeral, they said she had been the voice of
inspiration and hope during the Second World War
while the men were away fighting and London was
being bombed every night and she sang songs with
words like:
‘There’ll be bluebirds over the white cliffs of Dover
tomorrow just you wait and see.
There’ll be love and laughter and ever-after
tomorrow when the world is free.”

By 1935, Vera was singing in front of a big band,
making records and broadcasting on the radio. Those
were the days when couples would go out ‘clubbing’
all dressed up to dance to popular tunes played by
the big bands. The music was fast and so were the
dance steps. It was a very exciting time. .

Vera started out a poor girl living with her family in
the east end of London. At the age of six her
mother recognized that she was a little girl with a
big voice and by the age of eight she had Vera
singing in the local clubs and events where she
made a little money for the family.

Soon after that, Vera had made enough money to
buy her first mink, her first car and a bigger house
for her family. The war, when it started in 1939,
spoiled her career. Undaunted, she went on a tour
of Burma to entertain the troops,

She left school at fourteen.
“I wasn’t good at school,” she laughed during an
interview when she was ninety three years old. “I
was only good with my hands at making things and
with singing.”

And in a poll put on by a London newspaper she was
voted the favorite entertainer of the servicemen.
She also got her own half hour radio show where she
sang, sent news from home to the front and
messages to the troops like:

Her first and only job on a workforce was in sewing.
She thought she would like to make dresses and
liked the idea of designing them as much or more
than the sewing part. It turned out to be a disaster.

“Corporal Wilkes, you have a baby boy. I’ve been to
hospital to see him. Mother and baby are doing
fine.”

“It was horrible,” she told her father that night.
“They wouldn’t let us talk or sing among ourselves
and I had to sew on buttons all day.”

She always ended her show with her signature tune:

She made nearly as much money singing so her
father suggested she keep on doing that.

“We’ll meet again. Don’t know where. Don’t know
when. But I know we’ll meet again some sunny day.”
24
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BREAST
CANCER

The truth is that 1 in 8 women will be diagnosed with breast cancer in their lifetime. This is a
serious threat and it is one that we can’t just sweep under the rug. The good news is that we are
not just a bunch of helpless females. We are fighters and like the song said:
“I am woman, hear me roar!”
October is Breast Cancer Awareness month and the Canadian Breast Cancer Society wants you
to know that the month is about more than raising awareness. It is also about joining a collective
of Canadians who are proving that life is larger than breast cancer.
There are warning signs that incidentally, can also be about other conditions than cancer. Still, if
you ignore these signs you are taking a huge chance. Early detection of the disease and
improvements that have been made to treatments can give you a better rate of survival so it is
important that you SEE YOUR DOCTOR if you notice any of the following symptoms.









A lump in the breast or armpit
A thickening or swelling of the breast
Irritation or dimpling of the breast skin
Redness or flaky skin in the nipple area or breast
Pulling in of, or pain in, the nipple area
Nipple discharge, except for milk, including blood
Any change in the size or shape of the breast
Pain in any area of the breast

There are risk factors that you cannot change like getting older, your genetics, or your family
history but there are some things that put you at risk that you can change.





Lose weight if you are obese
Drink less alcohol
Find a substitute for hormone therapy
Increase your physical activity

Above all, watch for signs and call your doctor as soon as you see something change.
Be Smart. Be Healthy. Be Happy.
25
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MEXICO CITY 1968
SUMMER OLYMPIC GAMES
CANADA’S
FIRST GOLD
MEDAL IN THE
EQUESTRIAN
JUMPING
TEAM EVENT
Riding for Canada
JIM ELDER
JIM DAY
TOM GAYFORD
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FASHION october 2020
TIE DYE
Tie-Dye is
trendy-not
Woodstock,
this is a
new version

MOODY
FLORALS FOR
A SPORTY
LOOK
Wear with a
striped tee.

OR WITH
GINGHAM
in the same
color
family

GO FOR
COLOR

SHORTS
FALL COLOURS
burnt orange
flatters everyone
LEOPARD PRINT

no reason
to be as
drab as
the
weather
SNAKESKIN
WITH
CAMO

longer
versions are
still in.
Wear with
simple
sweater as a
transitional
outfit.

SUMMER
DRESSES
seasonal
with long
sleeve tees
and boots

to look
cool and
casual
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THE MEAN TRICK
by Bill Cove
We all know that pilots are a laugh a minute. Maybe that’s an antidote to the many risks and
all-too-real dangers they face every day when a simple mistake can be their last. Sometimes,
like the rest of us, they make errors in judgement that only end up in embarrassment and/or
regret. This tale by Bill Cove is one of them.
One of the test pilots for Fairley Aviation on the Mars bombers, who will remain nameless as he
has suffered enough, was doing water drops over Pat Bay prior to testing at the airport. His
greatest desire was to drop some water on a lady friend’s newly hung washing. She had just
finished loading the clothesline to the very end when we wnt by and let the water go.
We were back at the hangar, the aircraft safely tied up floating on the anchors when the call
came in, It seems that the lady’s clothes were now almost six feet under mud. The pilot had
misjudged the weight and mass of his drop, He also misjudged what may be described as a
woman’s fury.
We could hear her yelling on the telephone has she gave him ‘you know what’!
The misguided pilot had to dig the clothes up again with no help from any of us as we wouldn’t
go anywhere near her property.
It was weeks before she forgave him and that was only because she had the one and only,
fabulous story to tell her grandchildren.
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4833 Southgate Road
#107 3949 Maple Way
2943 10th Avenue

723-4940
723-7270
723-9850
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It always seems
impossible
until its done
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Supporting Charities and Non-Profits in
Port Alberni

BUS STOP ADS
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